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1. Coveo Platform Hardware and Software Requirements
This topic presents the hardware, software, and operating system specs for the server on which you install Coveo
Enterprise Search (CES) for various index size ranges that one Coveo instance can manage. The system
specifications apply to back-end Coveo Master and Mirror servers.

Notes:

l Operate CES on a dedicated server. When other processes are running in parallel or when the query activity
reaches peaks and becomes mission-critical, a server meeting the specified requirements may not be
sufficient.

l Coveo products work best on physical machines, but also support virtual environments such as VMware
(ESX), Microsoft Hyper-V, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure.

l Consider distributing the index over more than one Coveo instance when the number of documents to index
exceeds the maximum index size presented in this topic (see Coveo Scalability Model).

l Contact Coveo Support for assistance to select the best Coveo configuration for your environment.

1.1 Index of up to 5 Million Documents (Minimum Requirements)

Component Minimum Requirement

Operating System Windows Server

CPU - Processors 4 Core (1×4), 2.0 GHz or higher

RAM - Memory 16 GB

Disk - OS and Program Files 1 x 150 GB SATA 7.2/10 K RPM

Disk - Index (1 slice) 1 x 300 GB SATA 7.2/10 K RPM

Disk - Near Real-Time Indexing (optional) 1 x 150 GB SSD or SATA 7.2/10 K RPM

Important: Ensure that your environment meets the above minimum requirements and follows recommendations
below before contacting Coveo Support to get help for a performance issue.

1.2 Index From 5 to 20 Million Documents

Component Recommendation

Operating System Windows Server

CPU - Processors 8 Core (1×8), 2.0 GHz or higher
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Component Recommendation

RAM - Memory 32 GB

Disks - OS and Program Files 2 x 150 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disks - Index (1 slice) 2 x 600 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disks - Other CES Files 2 x 300 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disk - Near Real-Time Indexing (optional) 2 x 300 GB SSD or SATA 10 K RPM, RAID 1

1.3 Index From 20 to 40 Million Documents

Component Recommendation

Operating System Windows Server

CPU - Processors 16 Core (2×8) to 24 Core (2×12), 2.4 GHz or higher

RAM - Memory 64 GB

Disks - OS and Program Files 2 x 150 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disks - Index (1 slice) 4 x 600 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 10

Disks - Other CES Files 2 x 600 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disk - Near Real-Time Indexing (optional) 2 x 300 GB SSD or SATA 10 K RPM, RAID 1

1.4 Index From 40 to 80 Million Documents

Component Recommendation

Operating System Windows Server

CPU - Processors 24 Core (2×12) to 32 Core (4×8), 2.4 GHz or higher

RAM - Memory 128 GB

Disks - OS and Program Files 2 x 150 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disks - Index (slice 1) 4 x 600 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 10

Disks - Index (slice 2) 4 x 600 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 10

Disks - Other CES Files 2 x 600 GB SAS 10/15 K RPM, RAID 1

Disk - Near Real-Time Indexing (optional) 2 x 300 GB SSD or SATA 10 K RPM, RAID 1
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Important: No server should hold more than 80 million documents. When a server exceeds this limit, it is
recommended to split the content logically and have search interfaces built around GDI, aggregating results from
multiple indexes (see Coveo Scalability Model). Splitting any other way and have all queries go against all
indexes would reduce performance.

Example: Your server holds 120 million documents of which 70 million are emails. The best way to split the
content would be to have the archived emails on a server, the live emails on another, and other types of content
on a third server. That way, when one of your users is searching for emails, their queries go in the index with the
live emails. You could also enable the option to add archived emails (disabled by default) in the mix, and have
another search interface for your other content.

1.5 Operating System Compatibility
The servers on which CES or Coveo .NET Front-End run must use one of the following OS:

l Windows Server 2016

CES 7.0.8996+ (June 2017) Coveo .NET Front-End 12.0.1883+ (June 2017)

l Windows Server 2012 R2 (with IIS 8) x64

CES 7.0.6196+ (November 2013) Coveo .NET Front-End 12.0.446+ (November 2013)

l Windows Server 2012 (with IIS 8) x64

CES 7.0.4897+ (December 2012) Coveo .NET Front-End 12.0.61+ (December 2012)

l Windows Server 2008 R2 (with IIS 7) x64

l Windows Server 2008 (with IIS 7)

Important: The x64 Windows OS version is required for indexes with more than 500 K documents.

Notes: CES can operate on non-server versions of Windows operating systems. However, for production
purposes, Coveo only supports and recommends Windows Server operating systems to prevent performance,
stability, and scalability issues.

For evaluation purpose only CES can run under:

l Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise (with IIS 10)

CES 7.0.8047+ (December 2015)

l Windows 8.1 Pro or Enterprise (with IIS 8)

CES 7.0.6196+ (November 2013) Coveo .NET Front-End 12.0.446+ (November 2013)

l Windows 8 Pro or Enterprise (with IIS 8)

CES 7.0.4897+ (December 2012) Coveo .NET Front-End 12.0.61+ (December 2012)

l Windows 7 Professional, Enterprise, or Ultimate (with IIS 7)
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1.6 Index Size
The index typically occupies 30% to 50% of the total size of the original documents.

Example: You index documents that occupy 1 TB in various repositories. With your mix of content type, the index
size ends up at 42% of the original documents size (420 GB). The size of the dedicated index hard disk should be
at least 500 GB.

l Dedicate a disk or disk set to the index files.

l Use local disks, direct-attached storage (DAS), or storage area network (SAN). Network-attached storage
(NAS) as well as server message block (SMB) and other files shares are not supported.

l When a second index slice is required, you must install each slice on separate disk sets.

l RAID 0 and RAID 5 are not recommended.

Note: The index automatically switches to the read-only mode to prevent errors when the index disk free space
reaches a minimum of 5 GB.

1.7 Non Index Files
For index sizes with more than 5 million documents, it is recommended to store non index CES files on a dedicated
set of disks to separate inputs/outputs for these files from those for index slices.

The non index files are:

l Log files

l Default slice files

l Converter files

l Connector files

l Cache files

l Configuration files

l Certificate store files

Note: You will specify the path for these files following the CES installation when you create the index.

1.8 RAID Configuration
l It is recommended to create a RAID volume (a single accessible storage area) for each of the three categories
of files: 

o OS and program files

o Index files slice
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o Other Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) files

l One RAID controller can be used for all logical volumes as long as it supports the number of disks in your
server.

Example: The following typical Coveo server hard disk RAID configuration for a 20-40 M document index is made
of 8 disks organized in three RAID volumes (C:, D:, and E: in this example).

1.9 Near Real-Time Indexing Disk
The Near Real-Time Indexing (NRTI) feature allows to make new documents searchable significantly faster for
indexes with two million documents or more.

When you want to fully take advantage of this feature, because NRTI is I/O intensive, it is recommended to add a
NRTI dedicated disk to your Coveo Master and Mirror servers that are serving queries and configure NRTI to use
the dedicated disk.

The recommended disk specifications depend on the size of your index as shown in the first sub-sections of this
topic.

1.10 Third-Party Software Requirement
The CES installer adds the following required software elements when not already installed:

l Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 and 4.5.2 (side by side)

l Internet Information Services (IIS) 8 or 7

l Microsoft Chart Controls for Dotnet Framework 3.5 SP1

l Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 Redistributable Package (x64)

Note: Microsoft Visual C++ 2012 Redistributable Package (x64) is installed through the CES installer, which
requires Microsoft Visual C++ 2010.

l MSXML 6
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1.11 Relation Between CES Features and Hardware Resources
CES involves several processes that are running concurrently on one or more servers. Depending on the size of
your Coveo installation, the activated features, and the phases of operation, these processes consume various
levels of hardware resources.

The following list describes Coveo processes, components, or features that affect the hardware resources.

CPU
l Document conversion is entirely done in parallel. The greater number of CPU cores the better.

l Querying requires several CPU cores to perform as many steps in parallel.

l Queries with numerous terms, exact match operators, NEAR operator, or wildcard characters can take
significant amount of CPU resources.

Note: You can configure the relative priority of the main, indexing, and crawling processes as well as specify
the number of query threads.

Physical memory (RAM)
l Indexing uses a lot of physical memory to pre-compute mappings from terms to identifiers. More memory is
better.

l Querying requires a good amount of physical memory for caches.

l Document conversion typically loads documents in physical memory.

l Numerous numerical fields often require to be kept in physical memory to achieve good query
performance.

l Facet fields require an amount of physical memory directly proportional to the number of facet values to be
cached. Not having enough memory to cache facets is not an option, as query performance would degrade
significantly.

l String or numerical sorting fields have to be set up to be loaded in physical memory. For string sorting
fields, the number of field items (cardinality) is what dictates how much memory is needed, the higher it is,
the more memory it takes. For numerical sorting fields, cardinality doesn’t matter, only the number of
documents in the index does.

Hard disk

l Indexing is disk I/O intensive. Upgrading the disk subsystem has the most impact for better performance.

l Querying is a process requiring a fast disk subsystem.

l Adding many string fields affects the disk subsystem, because it adds a lot of new terms to the index.

l Facet fields are easier to index when the number of different facet values is low (cardinality). The higher the
cardinality, the higher the stress on the disk subsystem.

l String sorting fields put more stress on the disk subsystem than numerical fields.

l Document summarization produces a concept list and summary sentences that are added to the index.
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l Document conversion accesses hard disk only for very large documents.

1.12 RAID Type Comparison and Recommendations
A redundant array of independent disks (RAID) is a technology that can be used to provide increased storage
functions and reliability through redundancy. The following table provides a brief description of the common
available RAID types and usage recommendation for CES.

Type Brief description Recommendation

RAID 0 Data striping without redundancy. Single disk failure destroys the array.
High performance.

Not recommended
since it is not fault
tolerant

RAID 1 Mirroring. Provides better read performance than a single disk. Is fault
tolerant.

Recommended for a
single slice

RAID 10 Hybrid (or nested) RAID that is a stripe of mirrors (a RAID 0 of RAID 1).
Performance is high for reads and writes. Is fault tolerant, as long as a
mirror does not lose all its disks.

Recommended for
two index slices

RAID 0+1 Offers a slightly better performance but is slightly less fault tolerant than
RAID 10.

Recommended

RAID 5 Data striping with block level parity. Requires all drives but one to
operate. Drive failure requires replacement. Read performance is
adequate, but write performance is too low to be used in an indexing
context.

Not recommended

RAID 1×n A set of mirrors, one for each slice, when two slices are needed. Write and
read performances are better because of the way CES evenly splits I/O
operations between the RAID arrays. Basically, CES does the load-
balancing instead of the controller. More complex configuration.

Recommended to
achieve better
performances with
the same number of
drives

1.13 Virtualized Server Guidelines
Coveo products can operate on virtual machines as they do on real hardware. As for real hardware, the key to a
successful Coveo deployment on virtualized hardware is to respect the Coveo Platform requirements for the size of
your index (see "Coveo Platform Hardware and Software Requirements" on page iv). Virtualized environments can
vary greatly from one implementation to another so it is not appropriate to state specific virtual hardware
requirements.

The nature of virtualized environments to optimize the usage of real hardware resources by sharing them among
several virtual servers goes against the ideal setup where required resources are dedicated to a server. Like many
processes, Coveo processes such as indexing documents or serving queries have varying server resource loads
over time (see "Relation Between CES Features and Hardware Resources" on page ix).
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You or some of your colleagues are experts on your hypervisor and virtual environment. You have the responsibility
to ensure that your Coveo virtual server implementation maximizes the chances that required resources will be
available when they are needed.

1.13.1Guidelines

l Dedicate a virtual machine (VM) respecting the Coveo Platform requirements for your index size for each
Coveo server (see "Coveo Platform Hardware and Software Requirements" on page iv).

l Minimize overcommitment of CPU and memory resources on a host where a virtual Coveo server is running.

l For large indexes, when your virtual environments does not allow you to create a virtual server that respects
the requirements (see "Index From 40 to 80 Million Documents" on page v), consider the following options:

o Use geographically distributed indexing (GDI) to split the index in two of more CES instances, each on its
dedicated virtual server (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page xviii).

o Commission a dedicated hardware Coveo server meeting the requirements.

l Disk management

Many Coveo processes are disk I/O intensive. The Coveo server requirements specify using separate
dedicated disks for specific Coveo server process categories (operating system and programs, index, other
Coveo files, and near-real time indexing) to optimize disk I/O performances and minimize interferences. In a
virtual environment, the pool of available storage resources are not only shared among various processes of
one server, but also with processes from several other servers.

Performance issues with virtual Coveo servers are often linked to poor disk performances.

Example: The Coveo server VM shares a disk resource with other host VMs, including a VM on which a large
repository is hosted. The disk resource is able to respond to the average traffic.

However, when the Coveo server indexes the large repository, the disk resource throughput quickly reaches
its limit because both the Coveo and the repository servers make significantly more disk I/Os, respectively to
index the content, and to respond to the Coveo crawler. The performance of both systems (and any other host
VMs sharing the same disk resource) drops significantly while indexing takes place.

You are the expert with your hypervisor and virtual environment:

o Avoid sharing the same storage resources between a Coveo server and a repository that is indexed by
Coveo.

o Preferably use disk resources from a low latency storage area network SAN.

o Attach available virtual disk resources (such as logical unit number [LUN] storage) that best match the
requirements for your index size.

l Distribute Coveo intensive process schedules in time when shared resources are most available.

o When you index more than one repository, avoid starting all source refreshes at the same time. Define
source schedules that distribute source refreshes in time during off-peak hours.
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Example: The default Every day source schedule starts every day at midnight. If all your daily refreshed
sources use this schedule, they all start at midnight, potentially overloading your shared resources.

Rather create source specific (like Repository1 daily, Repository2 daily,...) or time specific (like Daily at
2:00 AM,Weekdays at 3:00 AM, Saturdays at 9:00 PM...) source schedules that you can assign to your
sources to distribute the processes over the off-peak period.

o Avoid scheduling Coveo intensive processes at the same time as other intensive processes (such as
backups) from other systems.
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2. Coveo Scalability Model
The Coveo Platform implementation can be easily scaled to serve the search needs for various enterprise sizes,
from a single department to a large global international organization. The Coveo scalability model allows to operate
either with a single Coveo server, with one Coveo instance composed of two or more Coveo servers, or with two or
more inter-connected Coveo instances.

Note: Additional licensing is required for Coveo instances configured with more than one server.

2.1 One Server Configurations
In its simplest form, a Coveo instance is entirely hosted on one server that performs all the processes (crawling
repositories, converting documents, hosting the index, hosting the search interface website, handling query
requests, and returning query results).

Coveo Master server

The default slice is always included in the Master server

2.2 Larger Number of Documents: Add a Slice
When the number of documents to index increases, hosting the index on a single hard disk leads to size and
performance limitations. On one Coveo server, the index can be divided in up to two slices, each on a separate disk
(see "About Index Slices" on page xvi).

Coveo Master server
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The default slice is always included in the Master server

Extra slice

When the index size exceeds the capacity of one server, you can create other Coveo instances and federate search
results (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page xviii).

2.3 More Queries: Add Mirror and Front-End Servers
When one Coveo server handles all the CES processes and the rate of queries increases, the users may eventually
feel that the system is slower, typically when the results are no longer returned within a second. Adding one or more
Coveo Mirror servers allows supporting significantly more queries while maintaining sub-second response time
90 % of the time. A Mirror server holds a copy of the master index and continuously receives updates from the
Master server (see "About Mirror Servers" on page xvii).

When IIS on the Master server is overloaded and cannot adequately serve search interfaces, one or more Coveo
Front-End servers can also be added to distribute the website hosting of search interfaces and the handling of
search queries.

The Master server and the Mirror servers are typically set up in a network load-balancing (NLB) configuration to
provide optimized service availability and failover capability. For the same reasons, Front-End servers can also be
set up in a separate NLB cluster.
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Two Coveo Front-End servers in a network load-balanced cluster

The Coveo Master server with two Mirror servers in another network load-balanced cluster

Coveo Master server with up to two slices

First Coveo Mirror server with copies of the Master server slices

Second Coveo Mirror server with copies of the Master server slices

2.4 Heavy Document Conversion: Add Remote Converter Servers
When document conversion requires significant server resources, the document conversion process can be
distributed to one or more Coveo Remote Converter servers to free the Coveo Master server from this task. This is
useful for example when converting numerous documents involving the CPU and physical memory intensive
optical character recognition (OCR) module.

Coveo Master server

First Coveo Remote Converter server for normal documents

Second Coveo Remote Converter server for OCR conversion

2.5 Indexes in Various Locations: Set Up a Geographically Distributed Index
(GDI)
Within an organization, separate Coveo instances may be distributed in different departments, buildings, cities, or
even continents. Multiple Coveo instances can be set up to form a geographically distributed index (GDI). Queries
entered in a search interface of one Coveo instance returns results gathered and ranked from two or more Coveo
instances (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page xviii).
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Five server Coveo instance of department A in the American offices

Three server Coveo instance for department B in the American offices

Single server Coveo instance for the Europe offices

2.6 About Index Slices
An index slice is a separate physical storage location for a part of the master index. The purpose of a slice is to
distribute the master index content to increase the available space and to speed up the indexing process.

The Master server is always created with one slice named default. Adding a slice is necessary when the size of the
disk limits the number of documents that can be indexed or when its performance affects the query response time.
A slice must be added on separate disks on the Maser server.

Note:When all slices on your Master server are getting full, consider federating search on two or more
Coveo instances (see "About Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page xviii).

Index slices facts

l A slice can typically contain up to 40 million documents. One Coveo server can typically host up to two slices
and contain up to 80 million documents. These numbers can however vary depending on a number of factors.

l Each slice should be created on a separate dedicated disk set.

l Slice files can also be hosted on a storage area network (SAN).

l Slices are filled in a distributed fashion so they grow with the same number of documents.
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Note:When you add one slice, because the default slice is getting close to the limit, new documents will be
added only to the new slice until it reaches the number of documents contained in the default slice. The
documents are then distributed evenly in the two slices.

2.7 About Mirror Servers
A Coveo Mirror server hosts a copy of the master index located on the Coveo Master server. A Mirror server allows
distributing queries between servers to speed up the querying process and to provide failover capability.

The process to add a Mirror server to a Coveo instance involves the following steps:

1. Installing the Coveo Mirror components on a dedicated server.

2. Configure the Coveo Master server to recognize and synchronize its index with remote Mirror server.

3. Configuring one or more Front-End servers to send queries to the new mirror server and to other available
Back-End servers.

Mirror server facts

l The Coveo Master server hosts the master index. In the Administration Tool, the Master index is named the
Defaultmirror.

l A Mirror server contains a copy of the master index, and therefore also duplicates the slice configuration of the
Master server.

l A Master server sends index changes to the Mirror servers following its update schedules.

l The Coveo administrator can also schedule Mirror server updates, for example to off-peak hours.

l One Mirror server exclusively serving queries can typically respond to 25 queries per second (QPS), which can
be adequate for several thousand concurrent users.

l Mirror servers provide a failover capability when the Master server and one or more Mirrors are configured in a
network load-balancing (NLB) cluster. As long as one server is up and running, the system can return results to
respond to incoming queries.

l You consider adding one or more Mirror servers:

o When the query responses time increases notably (above one second) during peak usage because the
Master server is busy with the multiple Coveo processes.

o When you want to have query serving failover capability.

o When you want to completely free the Master server from the query serving task.

Tip: You can add two or more Mirror servers in an NLB cluster, excluding the master server from the
cluster, and sending all queries from the Front-End servers to the NLB cluster address.
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A network load-balanced (NLB) cluster including the Master server and two Mirror servers.

The Coveo Master server

Up to two index slices of the Master server

A first Coveo Mirror server with its duplicate Master server index slices

A second Coveo Mirror server with its duplicate Master server index slices

2.8 About Geographically Distributed Indexing
Geographically Distributed Indexing (GDI) is a federated search feature which enables the communication between
different Coveo instances. Its purpose is to deliver high search performance and availability, connecting unified
indexes from offices distributed in different departments, sites, cities, or even countries around the world.

With GDI, a user makes a single query request in the search interface of the local Coveo instance. The query is
distributed to the remote indexes participating in the federation. The local Coveo instance receives, merges, and
ranks results from local and remote indexes before returning them to the user.

The Coveo scalability model supports two GDI configurations that are transparent to end-users.

Query federated to the remote index

In this configuration, the local Coveo instance sends federated queries to the remote indexes over the WAN
(see "Setting up Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page xx).
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This configuration is very simple to set up and has negligible impact on the WAN bandwidth. The query
performance may however be affected by the time required for the round trip to the remote Coveo instance.

Example: Users working in the Palo Alto and Chicago offices must be able to search content from the Coveo
instance in the other office. In the Palo Alto office, you configure the Coveo instance to accept queries from the
Coveo instance in the Chicago office. In the Chicago office, you configure the Coveo instance to accept
queries from the Coveo instance in the Palo Alto office.

Query federated to a local mirror of a remote index

In this configuration, you locally install a Coveo Mirror server of the remote index. You configure the remote
Coveo instance to synchronize its index with this Mirror server over the WAN. The local Coveo instance sends
federated queries to the local mirror of the remote index (see "Setting up Geographically Distributed Indexing
Using a Mirror" on page xx).

Example: In the Palo Alto office, you deploy a Coveo Mirror server of the Chicago index office. You configure
the Chicago Coveo instance to synchronize its index with the Palo Alto mirror server. You configure the Palo
Alto Coveo instance to use the mirror server as the Chicago remote index. In the Chicago office, you can do
the same thing for the Palo Alto office.
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Note:When connecting two indexes in a GDI configuration, it is a good practice to keep the index field
configuration as similar as possible in the two indexes to prevent problems.

Example: The @systemstatus field is present or is configured as a facet field only in one of the indexes. When
you create a facet with this field in a Coveo .NET Front-End search interface, you can get an error similar to the
following one: 

"Call returned SOAP fault class CES::SearchServerException: class CES::SearchServerException: class

Merlin::KIEException: class Merlin::KIEInvalidFacetField: The field is not a facet field or is a

field that cannot be optimized (@systemstatus)."

2.8.1 Setting upGeographicallyDistributed Indexing

You can easily create a one way interconnection between a local and a remote Coveo instance to create a
geographically distributed index (GDI) using the CES remote index features (see "About Geographically Distributed
Indexing" on page xviii).

The configuration consists in enabling the remote Coveo instance to accept remote queries, add the remote index
to the local Coveo instance, and configure a local search interface to include results from the remote index. Users
from the local Coveo instance can then search content in the remote index.

Note: You can create a two-way interconnection between Coveo instances by repeating the following procedure
for the other direction.

To set up a geographically distributed index

1. Ensure that the Coveo instances that you want to interconnect meet the following requirements:

l All Coveo instances of the geographically distributed indexing setup must reside on the same domain.

l The CES search application pool for the local Coveo instance must run under a domain account. It is a
best practice to create a dedicated account for this purpose with a strong password that never changes.

2. On the Coveo Master server of the local Coveo instance:

a. Add the remote index.

b. Configure a scope that includes the remote index.

3. On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, assign the scope that includes the remote index to
the desired .NET search interface.

4. Using the .NET search interface for which you modified the scope, perform queries to validate that content from
the remote index is returned.

Tip: If needed, on the Coveo Master server of the remote Coveo instance, open the CES Console to validate
that the remote index receives the queries sent from the local .NET search interface.

2.8.2 Setting upGeographicallyDistributed IndexingUsing aMirror

You can set up geographically distributed indexing using a local mirror of a remote index (see "About
Geographically Distributed Indexing" on page xviii).
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Note: You can create a two-way interconnection between Coveo instances by repeating the following procedure
for the other direction.

To set up a geographically distributed index using amirror

1. Ensure that the Coveo instances that you want to interconnect meet the following requirements:

l All Coveo instances of the geographically distributed indexing setup must reside on the same domain.

l The CES search application pool for the local Coveo instance must run under a domain account. It is a
best practice to create a dedicated account for this purpose with a strong password that never changes.

2. Physically install a local server and install the Coveo Mirror software components without the web interfaces.

3. For the remote Coveo instance, configure the Master server to recognize and synchronize its index with your
new local Mirror server.

4. On the Coveo Master server of the local Coveo instance:

a. Add the remote index.

b. Configure a scope that includes the remote index.

5. On the Coveo Front-End server of the local Coveo instance, assign the scope that includes the remote index to
the desired .NET search interface.

6. Using the .NET search interface for which you modified the scope, perform queries to validate that content from
the remote index is returned.

Tip: If needed, on the Coveo Master server of the remote Coveo instance, open the CES Console to validate
that the remote index receives the queries sent from the local .NET search interface.
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3. Planning Repositories to Index
Bringing structured and unstructured data from multiple repositories in one unified index is the great benefit of the
Coveo Platform. When a unified index is available, the Coveo solutions allow you to search, consolidate, correlate,
and analyze information from emails, knowledge based documents, customer relation management (CRM) system,
database entries, people information, etc.

One of the basic tasks when planning a Coveo installation is to identify all the repositories that you want to index
within your organization. Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) can index many types of repositories and supports many
specific systems.

Analyze the content of each repository:

l Estimate the number of documents in the repository.

l Estimate the total size of the original documents

l List the main types of repository documents.

Example: Microsoft Office, PDF, text, html, email, database records…

l Identify if some content requires special conversion tools.

Example: Text extraction using optical character recognition (OCR) in images.

l For email repositories and desktops, estimate the number of users.

l Estimate the yearly growth for:

o Number of documents

o Number of users

Note the values for each repository in a table similar to the following one and contact the Coveo Support to help you
plan your Coveo installation.

Repository Documents Users

Type Example Number
Total size
(MB)

Annual growth
(%)

Number
Annual growth

(%)

Email Microsoft Exchange
Lotus Notes
Enterprise Vault

Web pages Website
Extranet

File share Network drives
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Repository Documents Users

Type Example Number
Total size
(MB)

Annual growth
(%)

Number
Annual growth

(%)

Local files Desktops
Laptops

People
information

Microsoft Active
Directory

Database Microsoft SQL Server

CMS Microsoft SharePoint
Sitecore

CRM Salesforce

Wiki Confluence
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